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MARKUS MASUHR
TAMUR EP
SPRB003
Vinyl only 12“
Dub Techno, Techno
04 March 2013

We would love to continue our Berlin story of deep electronic interpretations for the international market.
After the quick sell out at hardwax, juno, syncrophone (Paris), technique (Japan), the second SUPERB
recordings release by our man in Paris TOM JOYCE, was without a doubt a success. Notorious decks
records placed us on the Dub Techno Charts at Number 1. So here we go again, back on track with our new
signing MARKUS MASUHR with his markable cold winter sound for the big dancefloor taking the rough with the
smooth from scandinavia to russia.
From the deep and raw side of techno comes the artist MARKUS MASUHR. He lives in Leipzig/Germany and
is the labelboss of “Pragmat” and the netlabel “Insectorama”. Markus started with electronic music in 1993
with friends at a youth club and illegal parties in Leipzig, he went on spinning techno records.
When turning to produce electronic music himself in 2003, he chose to express his versatile style preferences in
his own works as well - making tracks and live acts ranging from deep techno with dub elements to raw techno.
In the last years he has published on countless labels [Pragmat/Insectorama/Nulabel/Deepindub/Tropic...]
He himself describes his sound as techno, that you feel approaching from the rear of the hard but deep with
chords echos and delays in a 4/4 pattern dubtechno construct. We are proud to expand our SUPERB
recordings family with two epic tracks from MARKUS MASUHR, a very talented dj & producer. He has the
right positive drive and experience to hit the stores with your help and become the next SUPERB episode 003.
The tracks are mastered by CGB from Dubplates & Mastering Berlin. Limited to 300 copies in black, plus 100
limited advance copies in grey marbled vinyl including a print designed by Tessa De Ceuninck.
“Tamur EP” will hit different selected record stores worldwide in March 2013.

SUPERB recordings – Listen & understand!
Tracklist:
A1: Tamur

11:15 (dark, deep, dangerous, trancy acid dub journey, making you lost, making
you freeze from the outside and keeps you warm from the inside, this
endless journey is a serious weapon to warming up the dancefloor)

B1: Tamur Salth

12:03 (the B-Side killer TUNE, chief cook style, raw breed, cold sweat & hot blood
running, heavy architecture for the advance Berghain tribe and the
serious djs worldwide, fix the countless moments to get lost, word to the 3rd)
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